
 

Fewer than 90 accounts hit by UK parliament
cyberattack
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British lawmakers said they were unable to access their e-mail accounts remotely
as parliament's security team battled against a cyberattack, which the National
Crime Agency says affected less than one percent of parliament

A "sustained and determined" cyberattack on Britain's parliament
compromised fewer than 90 email accounts, a parliamentary spokesman
said Sunday.
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The National Crime Agency said it was investigating "a possible cyber
incident affecting parliament", which raised fears of blackmail threats
against some of the 9,000 parliamentary email account holders.

"Investigations are ongoing, but it has become clear that significantly
fewer than one percent of the 9,000 accounts on the parliamentary
network have been compromised," the parliamentary spokesman told the
Press Association.

"As they are identified, the individuals whose accounts have been
compromised have been contacted and investigations to determine
whether any data has been lost are under way," he added.

Parliament shut down external access to email accounts on Saturday as it
battled what officials called a "sustained and determined" attack.

The threat followed reports in British media, including the Times, that
hackers were selling passwords for MPs online.

A global ransomware attack last month hit hundreds of thousands of
computers, including hospitals in Britain that were forced to shut down,
divert emergency cases and postpone operations.

The so-called WannaCry ransomware locked access to user files and in
an on-screen message demanded payment of $300 (270 euros) in the
virtual currency Bitcoin in order to decrypt the files.
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